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INTRODUCTION

This paper describes teacher development
issues arising in a school based
collaborative case study, the Computers
and Learning in Primary Schools (CLIPS)
research project. This longitudinal project
has been based in five schools in
Melbourne, Australia since 1992. This
paper includes relevant exhacts from the
data of one of the case studies and
discussion of some overall findings of the
project. It is written from the perspective
of one of the university teachers involved
in the project.

The paper focuses on nine leading
statements emerging from the analysis of
a series of teacher interviews:
. the key to professional development

is purposeful enquiry through
reflection on action: metacognition in
practice;

. personal challenge and interpersonal
collaboration is a successful recipe for
professional developmen!

. developing successful teaching
strategies is an important focus for
teacher developmen!

. the university researcher needs to be
involved in a wider context than iust
as a computer exper!

. it is important to link the computer
research project with the classroom
curriculum;

. gender issues are cenhal to the effective
use of computers in education;

. often, when students work with
computers, producing a finished
product is not the object of their
attention and need not be stressed in
order to achieve a learning objective;

. HyperCard (software for the Apple
Macintosh, Apple Computeq, Inc.) is a

creative tool that promotes
metacognitive thhking

. the interviewer is part of the
collaborative team and the interviews
are a significant aspect of the teacher's
prof essional development.

LINKS WITH THE LITERATURE

Within the context of a significant
reduction of resources, reviews of teacher

professional development have drawn
attention both to the complexity of
teachers' work and to the'need to
reconceptualise approaches to teacher
development (Coutler & Ingvarson,
1986). It is proposed that if-classroom
practices are to be improved professional
development approaches should draw
more upon understandings about
professional growth and development. In
particulal, these should be more closely
related to teachers' own reflective
thinking about classroom practice.

Understandings about how
professional development activities
might be most effective have been well
documented (Baird & Northfield, 1992).

The CLIPS study focuses upon issues and
problems which the teacher encounters as

the focus for collaborative activities
(Robson & Johnson, 1993) Richardson-
Koehler (1988, p. 75) suggests that
individual teachers accept new ideas and
practices on the basis of whether or not
the new idea or practice matches their
beliefs and understandings and'where
new or adapted practices fit the teacher's
beliefs, cognitions and/or practical
arguments' Further, collaborative
approaches of the kind envisaged in this
project facilitate teacher'reflection-on-
action' (Munby & Johnson, 1993) which
is likely to lead to improved practice.

Current research concerning leAming
highlights the importance of
metacognitive skills in promoting
successful learning for both adults and
children (Baird, 1992; Rowe, 1993). An
emerging theme in the literature is the
imoortance of the role of the teacher.

leiird & Mitchell, 1986; white &
Gunstone, 1992).

THE CTIPS CONTEXT-

The CLIPS research project seeks to
investigate the impact of collaborative
action research on:
. the development of the school and

university teachers' professional
knowledge about metacognition and
the use of computers to Promote
children's learning
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Figure 1 Shared Adaenture - A ntodel for collnboratiae school-bnsed resentch

. the development of strategies for
using computers to promote
metacognitioni

. the development of understandings
about how gender relates to the study.

The following are significant features of
the CLIPS study:
. A university teacher and a primary

school teacher team to form a school
based case study to investigate the
main issues of the pioject. In some
cases more than one school teacher is
involved from the same school. School
and university teachers develop their
own way of working together.

. The whole CLIPS project team meet
once a month to discuss the progress
of each case study.

. University teachers meet once each
month, usually a week before the
general meeting to discuss the general
progress of the CLIPS project with
specific reference to the guiding
objectives.

. The CLIPS research assistant
interviews each school and universily
teacher twice each yeaa making a total
of six interviews to date for each
project member.

The following section of the paper
highlights the recurring themes from one
of the case studies.

LEADING STATEMENTS FROM AN ANALYSIS
OF THE TEACHER INTERVIEWS

A number of features of 'shared
adventure' (Baird, 1993) have been
developed to form a framework for the
analysis of the CLIPS interview data (see
Fig.1) from the teacher, Margaret
Pickburn. The following key words form
the framework of this analysis:
. personal challenge;
. collaboration;
. shared adventure;
. purposeful enquiry;
. reflection and action,
. teaching and learning strategies;
. metacognitveleaming-knowledge,

awareness and control of one's own
Ieaming.

The key to professional development is
purposeful enquiry through reflection on
action: metacognition in practice

This was a key factor in the CLIPS
research project. Purposeful enquiry
involved the teacher and me in a process

of refl ection, acti on, observi n g / en ga ging,
asking questions, selecting procedures,
applying procedures, evaluating results,
making decisions, enacting decisions and
continuing the rycle again. This happened
in collaboration and formed the basis for
our professional development.

What Margaret says in the interviews
is representative of what she expresses to

me. We often.discuss her teaching
strategies and she constantly questions
herself about her pedagogy. The
computer focus of the project enables this
to happen in a non-threatening way. I am
not in her class to critically evaluate her
teaching but to facilitate the use of
computers to promote better leaming. She
comments:

'l have definitely thought more about
children being involved in more active
leaming because when the children are
more involved in what they are doing
and they have input in what they are
doing the leamingbecomes more active
and meaningful to them...

...Well, the children started by using
stepping stones (a planning technique)
and in some cases, the stepping stones
as I saw it were a reflection of what they
had done and where they were going. I
think last yea\ a lot of the children
found it difficult to think ahead a lot
about where they were going because a
lot of them didn't know where it would
take them. Howeveq, this year we have
asked them to think a little bit more about
where they might be heading. They had
actual'focus' this year.'

Personal challenge and interpersonal
collaboration is a successful recipe for
professional development
Baird (1993) states that personal challenge
and interpersonal collaboration are the two
major conditions that stimulate purposeful
enquiry. 'When conditions operate to
provide concurrently for both personal
challenge and interpersonal collaboration,
you have a situation of shared adventure.
In this situation, individual and joint
thinking, feeling, and acting provide a
range of benefits for all concemed.'

Margaret's comments reflect her
personal challenge and appreciation of
the interpersonal collaboration.

'One of the main objectives I have is that
the project is going to force me to look
at learning strategies, particularly with
computers. It's because there is a focus
for it. Unless there is a focus for it, you
may not take it as seriously or do it in as
much depth as you might if you didn't
have a focus.

Getting them to question
themselves, and to question myself. To
get an interaction going between the
children and myself, so that the learning
process becomes more understandable
to them, while they are doing it. I think
that's interesting.'

It is interesting that in Margaret's
objectives, the computer was not the
focus. Good pedagogy was the focus. She
sees her challenge is to ascertain how
computers can be used to promote good
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pedagogy. The wide range of concerns
exemplified in these interviews indicate
the unique significance of the longitudinal
nature of CLIPS as a computer related
professional development program.

Margaret's interviews show that the
collaborative aspect of the project was
important to her and she leamed a great
deal from it. The most positive aspect of
the collaboration for the author was that
we never discussed ideas as exclusively
owned. It was a shared advenfure. We
were learning together, from each other
and from the students.

For me, analysing the data was an
interesting experience. I started by
making comments as if I was an
independent person analysing the data.
That did not last long. I felt close to what
was being said and a part of it.

Margaret's comments reflect the
benefit of interpersonal collaboration:

'In our computer project we have been
encouraging the children to assist one
another, and to actively seek help from
other children rather than from adults.

We have established a HyperCard
(software for the Apple Macintosh,
Apple Computer, Inc.) Club for the
children to use duringlunch time. That's
to allow the children time to continue
their work with the prcgram. This came
about because we were just finding that
the 45 minute session each week was not
enough. The children were getting
frustrated because they were not
moving along fast enough.

I would say my universi[z partner
would be my grcatest asset. He has a
broad range of knowledge, motivation
and enthusiasm to do things. Without
Richard there, I would know very little
about HyperCald or other programs.
Togetheq, we come up with ideas, but I
would have to say that he has helped
me enormously with this whole project.
He is very stimulating and supportive.
He is great with the kids. It works very
well.

The other thing is being able to talk
to other teachers at the meetings. I just
find the professional development is
really important...to be able to taik to
other people about what they are doing
and what is happening.'

Developing successful teaching strategies is
an important focus for teacher development
Developing teaching strategies which
included the use of computers was
Margaret's main reason for wanting to be
involved in the project. She wanted to
develop effective teaching strategies
which would include the use of
computers. This formed the focus for
Margaret's purposeful enquiry.

'One of the main areas I have been trying
to concentrate on is the introduction of
more co-operative learning activities....
We have been encouraging the children
to assist one anotheq, and to actively seek
help from other children rather than
from adults...

The children are also invoived with
a cross-age tutoring program. That has
also encouraged them with their co-
operative workin that theyare working
with younger children. They are
encouraged to use their HyperCard
session to plan work to do with their
prep or grade one Tutee. That's helping
too because it is giving them a focus or
a purpose for their project.

Other successful teaching strategies
we used were planning with stepping
stones, using storyboards and using
thinking strategies with HyperCard.'

The universig researcher needs to be
involved in a wider context than just as a
computer expert

One of my dilemmas was that I wanted
to be seen by the students as someone
who was working with their classroom
teacher with a common aim to improve
their learning. I wanted to be seen as
someone who was interested in their
overall curriculum and not just a person
who managed a computer laboratory and
taught them on a one-off basis. After
discussing with Margaret ways in which
I could do that, we decided that having a
regular classroom meeting would be a
good idea. In that forum I could get to
know the students, they would get to
know me in another context (awav from
the computers) and I could address the
issue of 'learning' with the students.
Margaret's assessment of the meetings
was positive.

It is important to link the computer research
project with the classroom cuniculum

In the first year of the project it often
frustrated us to see how absorbed the
students were in their HyperCard project
and fun they were having creating their
own programs. We felt somewhat
uncomfortable about them having such
fun and using a program that had such
potential and yet not doing something
that was directly related to the classroom
curriculum. Our challenge was to bring
the HyperCard project and the classroom
curriculum much closer. We felt confident
enough that the students were enjoying
exploring and exploiting the potential of
the program and the enjoyment that they
were expressing was unrelated to the fact
that they were not engaged in a
curriculum activity. Margaret observes:
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'We moved on to working on a science
project. We went on our school camp to
Queenscliff. We went to the Marine
Discovery Centre. I decided to ask the
children to use their skills with
Hypa'Card to crcate a program about a

marine animal.'

The challenge was also to move the
students along in their programs and
possibly introduce new challenges and
direction into their work. We showed
them good models of programs that also
represented new possibilities that
HyperCard had to offer. Margaret notes:

'Instead of doing a normal research
project and presenting it they did it on
HyperCard. They had to research the
information and then they had an
illustration of whatever animal it was
and they had various buttons they had
placed so the information would come
up about the animal. They were asked
to create the program for a child who
was around the Grade 3 / 4level.'

Gender issues are central to the effective use
of computers in education
The CLIPS research project has an
expressed focus on the gender issues
relatng to the use of computers. The has
been more fully dealt with in a specialist
analySis. The focus issue was a significant
trigger for professional development. If
it were notfor the fact that it was a priority
issue in the project and as such attracted
specialist attention of Ms Bransgrove, it
may have been lost. Instead it attracted
our awareness and significantly
contributed to the professional
development of both researchers and
teachers.

Often, when students work with computerc,
producing a finished product is not the
object of their attention and need not be
stressed in order to achieve a learning
objective

I was often surprised that finishing the
HyperCard Project was not very
important to the students. The process
of working on the project was all
important to them. It took me some time
to realise that it was more important to
me that they finished their project,
whereas they seemed to view it as
something that could continue as is
evident in Margaret's f ollowing
statement:

'Most finished their work for the year.
A feW I would say have been at the
stage where they are maybe only
halfway through their story and didn't
get it completed. A few children had a
few problems where they had to start
again, or they decided they weren't

working that well with their partners
so they then began something on their
own and they didn't end up getting it
finished. But what they did of course
was very worthwhile. I am sure they
learnt a lot from it.'

HyperCardis a creative tool that promotes

metacognitive thinking
When I showed another teacher how to
use HyperCat'd, he commented 'It works
Iike your mind'. I thought about that a lot
and I agreed. I felt that its branching and
linking facility reminded me of
metacognitive skills. HyperCard is a very
fletble tool and it can introduces students
to programming. Besides, it came free
with theApple Macintosh. Thosewere the
main reasons for choosing the program
for our case study. We acknowledge that
other programs can be used. The CLIPS
project does not focus on particular
hardware or software.

Margaret comments on HyperCard:
'I would certainly suggest letting the
children explore with the graphics and
animation and making games.. .

...the art of programming was a big
Iearning factor for the children. Using
animation and sound and the different
methods fnrm moving from one card to
another and the different effects that
they were able to learn to do.'

The interviewer is part of the collaborative
team and the interviews are a significant
aspect of the teacher's professional
development
Often the interviewer raised issues that
strengthened the collaborative aspect of
the research group and made links with
what was happening in other case study
sites and promoted our general meeting
as a time to share ideas. Judy Latta, our
interviewer and Research Assistant, has
been with us from the start of the project
and has a strong commitment to the
project. She is a key member of the project.

CONCLUSION

The CLIPS research project has shown that
teacher development starts with the needs
of the teacher in question and is best carried
out in the context of the school. The
collaborative aspect of the project was also
shown to be very effective - professional
development in collaboration with
colleagues from tertiary.instifutes and
peers from other schools.
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